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ABSTRACT 
Path analysis is an effective way to understand visitors’ navigation of a website. A path is a sequence of pages 

browsed by a user in a session and ordered by the access time. A user session can be abstracted as a full path, which 

is made up of subpaths with different lengths. Although partial paths, such as maximal reference sequence module, 

can also reveal useful information in some aspects about a user in a session, a full path contributes more to the 

understanding of the navigational patterns in path analysis. In this paper, we present a model for path analysis 

based on full paths. We use a path string to straightforwardly represent a full path in a user’s session. To store all 

paths efficiently and display the data visually, a path tree structure and an algorithm for constructing such a path 

tree are developed. We also implement this model using Java. Evaluation results show that this model can provide a 

lot of useful information about users’ navigation and a website’s usage. 
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I.  INTRODUCTION    
 

With the rapid growth of the Web, many organisations 

rely on the Web to conduct business. Customers are a key 
element of all businesses. When businesses lack adequate 

knowledge of their customers, such businesses cannot 

develop their marketing activities efficiently. In e-

commerce, users’ navigational behaviour indicates their 

steps through the shopping process [1]. Therefore, 

analyzing tracked navigational data is rapidly becoming 

one of the most important activities for any business on 

the Web.  
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Path analysis is a technique, based on the analysis of 
users’ navigational patterns, to understand how users 

navigate through a website. It also sheds light into the 

site’s structure, and helps locate trouble spots of the site 

[2] and identify the website traffic patterns. All these are 

important for designing a more efficient and user-friendly 

e-commerce site on which cross marketing strategies 

across multiple products and effective promotional 

campaigns can be developed. 

 

Unlike a regular website where most users navigate 

following random patterns, e-commerce sites share a lot 

of common features in their site structures so that 
shoppers can easily view product catalogue, add or 

remove products from shopping cart, and make payment. 

For example, most sites have catalogue pages (for 

showing products), shopping-cart or basket operation 

pages (for adding or removing products), check-out page 

(for payment), and payment confirmation page (for 

payment confirmation). Therefore, for most e-commerce 

sites, each of them has at least one expected typical path 

which leads its users to navigate through the site and 

achieve a purchasing process with a high level of 

effectiveness, which means the ease and ability to provide 
users with impulse purchase opportunities during 

browsing and helps attract and retain more customers.  

 

A practical business utility example of path analysis is to 

understand why some shoppers abandoned the buying 

process and exit before making a purchase. Focusing on 

the entry-URL and exit-URL, we can find or assume the 

answers to the above question. Normally, the expected 

entry-URL is the first page of the site such as index.html, 

home.html, etc.; the exit-URL is the payment 

confirmation page. A single shopper’s data cannot reflect 

something very meaningful. But if many of the shoppers 
leave before going to make payment, this may suggest 

that they do not like what they put into their shopping 

carts, or perhaps some pages on their way to make 

payment are running too slowly [2]. An online merchant 

would be interested in a variety of issues regarding both 

the general performance and effectiveness of its website 

in order to shape its marketing strategies. The main 

information which can be discovered directly from the 

basic analysis includes: 

 the users that browse the site starting from the 

page /company/index.html; 
 the users that end their browsing from the page 

/company/comfirmation.html; 

 the users that finish more than 5 pages on this 

site; 

 the users that make a purchase.   

 
Basic path analysis is based on checking both referrers 

and site topology to support user identification [3]. 

 

Path analysis can be used with some data mining 

approaches such as association rules [4]. One purpose of 

this approach is to find association rules between a set of 

co-purchased products. In other words, it is to discover 

“association between two sets of products such that the 

presence of some products in a set is also present in the 

same transaction” [4]. Some authors [1, 3, 5, 6, 7, 8] have 

proposed to extract Web usage patterns from Web logs for 

the purpose of developing marketing strategies. When this 
approach is used with path analysis, information about the 

users that browse the page /company/product1 and also go 

to the page /company/products can be obtained. 

 

Generally, path analysis is based on session data. Path 

analysis can also be based on the individual users if the 

users can be identified. When users’ personal data2 

become available from other sources, such as user inputs, 

user tracking tools, etc., more advanced information can 

be obtained by combining these users’ data with path 

analysis. Such information may include users who buy 
/company/product1 are male; majority of them come to 

the order page for product1 from the page 

/company/index.html; and 70% of them do their shopping 

in the afternoon.  

 

While several analyses use sequential pattern discovery 

(i.e., path analysis) techniques [9, 10, 11, 12] to discover 

frequent path patterns, some authors use advanced path 

analysis to achieve more complex tasks such as serving as 

a basis of personalization [12] or recommendation 

systems [4, 13, 14, 15, 16]. Recommendation systems and 

personalization are two related and popular research areas 
in Web data mining. They both apply statistical and 

knowledge discovery techniques to achieve serving / 

selling of more products, thereby enhancing the 

profitability of e-commerce sites [4]. In a 

recommendation system, a new user is matched against a 

pre-built database, which stores consumers’ preferences 

for products. If some neighbours, who are customers 

already in the database and have the same taste as the new 

user, are found, products favoured by those neighbours 

are recommended to the new user. One example to using 

path analysis for recommendation systems is to predict 
HTTP requests [17], which is based on path profiles and 

recommends an URL with a high probability to the user 

before the user makes such a request. 
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This paper focuses on the development of a path analysis 

model suitable for effective management of e-commerce 
transactions. We abstract a user’s session as a full path, 

which is made up of sub-paths with different length. 

Although partial paths, such as maximal reference 

sequence module, can also reveal useful information in 

some aspects about a user in a session, a full path 

contributes more to the understanding of the navigational 

patterns in path analysis. Also, we present and implement 

in Java programming language a model for path analysis 

based on full paths. We use a path string to 

straightforwardly represent a full path in a user’s session. 

To store all paths efficiently and display the data visually, 

a path tree structure and an algorithm for constructing 
such a path tree are developed. Evaluation results show 

that this model can provide a lot of useful information 

about users’ navigation and a website’s usage. In addition, 

the work reported in this paper can be used as a base 

model to develop web recommendation and 

personalization systems. 

 

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: 

Section 2 briefly examines some of the key related 

research work in the literature. Section 3 describes our 

path analysis model while Section 4 shows the 
implementation results of the model. Finally, Section 5 

concludes the paper and offers directions for further 

research. 

 

II. INTERNET OF THINGS   

 

Recall, in the e-commerce environment / domain, users’ 

navigational behaviour indicates their steps through the 

shopping process. Thus, analyzing tracked navigational 

data is critical to the success of any online business. 

 

Web analytics is a technique for understanding users’ 
online experience for improvement of the overall quality 

of experience of the users. In other words, web analytics 

is a technique used to collect, measure, report, and 

analyze website data in order to assess the performance of 

the website and optimize its usage with the ultimate goal 

of increasing the return on investment. Web analytics 

provides a tactical approach to track key metrics and 

analyze visitors’ activity and traffic flow and generate 

reports [18, 19, 20]. Thus, it is an indispensable technique 

for e-commerce merchants. 

 
Web analytics, although a relatively new field of study, 

emerging only within the last three decades [21]1, is well 

                                                
 

researched and documented in the literature [18, 21, 22, 

23, 24, 25, 26]. For example, a detailed examination of 
the rationale for web analytics is available in [18, 21, 22, 

25, 27, 28, 29] while [24, 26, 30] examine web analytics 

and web metrics tools and their characteristics, 

functionalities and types, and data acquisition approaches 

and the selection of web tools for particular business 

models. Further, Clifton [25] examines available 

methodologies and their accuracy. 

 

The data for analysis come from two major categories 

[31]:  

 user-centric data, i.e., data collected based on 

individual users, which include all browsing 
behaviour of a user on all websites; typically 

collected by Internet Service Provider (ISP). This 

permits the creation of a user’s profile of all 

internet usage across multiple channels. 

 site-centric data, i.e., data collected from a single 

website, which represent the activities and 

behaviours of visitors on the website. This 

permits focused data mining and understanding 

of the context of the website. 

 

Our approach in this paper focuses on site-centric data in 
performing website usage characterization by identifying 

patterns and regularities in the way users access and use 

web resources. 

 

Digging deep into a visitor’s behaviour and customer’s 

purchasing habits on a website through specific 

engagement metrics data provides critical insights into the 

performance of product pages, and optimization and 

improvement of the effectiveness of the ecommerce 

solution. Ezzedin [32] examines the top engagement 

metrics for each step of the purchasing cycle and show 
how to analyze the data collected for the different users’ 

segments using Google Analytics [23, 25, 33] 

measurement platform. 

 

Booth and Jasen [30] provide an overview of 

methodologies for analyzing websites for increasing 

revenue and customer satisfaction through careful 

analysis of visitor interaction with a website. They 

discussed how basic visitor information, such as number 

of visitors and visit duration, can be collected using log 

files and page tagging by including a “tracking code on 

every page of your website, and then access reports to 
view the data that is collected.” [33]. 

 

Usually each user of a website creates a visitor path. A 

visitor path is the route a visitor uses to navigate through a 
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website [30]. Each visitor creates a path of page views 

and actions while on a website. By studying these paths, 
one can identify usage characterization of the website and 

any challenges a user has in using the website. 

 

Nguyen et al. [20] use web usage mining process to 

uncover interesting patterns in web server access log file 

gathered from Ho Chi Minh City University of 

Technology (HCMUT) in Vietnam. By incorporating 

attribute construction (or feature construction), one of 

strategies of data transformation of data pre-processing 

technique, they had wide knowledge about users access 

patterns for every country, province and ISP. Such 

knowledge is useful for optimizing system performance 
(such as deciding reasonable caching policies for web 

proxies) as well as enhancing personalization. 

 

Clickstream data offers consumer’s online behaviour 

analysis, and the effectiveness of marketing actions 

implemented online, due to its ability to provide 

information concerning the sequence of pages viewed and 

actions taken by consumers as they navigate a website 

[34]. The sequence of viewed pages and actions taken are 

commonly referred to as “paths”, and the clickstream data 

collected provide valuable insight into how the website is 
used by its users. However, as Clark et al. [35] note, 

clickstream data does not reveal the true intentions of the 

user on the website, or other possible activities that the 

user engaged in during the use of the website. 

 

Ellonen, et al. [36] analyse consumer behavioural patterns 

on a magazine website using a unique dataset of real-life 

clickstream data from 295 magazine website visitors. 

They found interesting behavioural patterns that 86% of 

all sessions only visit the blogs hosted by the magazine. 

Similarly, Ribeiro [37] examines the navigational patterns 

of users on the website of Shifter, an online media 
company, for a 3 months period using Microsoft Excel 

tool to obtain a context for each piece of content produced 

and published. Analysis of Shifter’s data resulted in 

recommendations for rethink, and the redesign, of the 

editorial content of the business to respond to different 

community’s needs. 

 

Linden [38] similarly examines behavioural patterns of 

web users on an online magazine website with a view to 

first find and visualize user paths within the data 

generated during collection, and then identify some 
generic behavioural typologies of user behaviour using 

cluster analysis and sequential path analysis. He used a 

dataset of clickstream data generated from the real-life 

clicks of 250 randomly selected website visitors over a 

period of six weeks using Microsoft Excel to visualize 

user paths and analyze descriptive studies based on the 
clickstream data. The analytical process focuses on a 

combined methodology of cluster analysis and swim-lane 

diagrams. Similarly, Jain et al. [39] and Pani et al. [40] 

provide an analysis of lnternet browsing and site usage 

behaviour using sequential access pattern mining, while 

Siddiqui and Aljahdali [41] discuss Web mining tree 

structure. Also, Jokar et al. [42] examine Web mining and 

Web usage techniques while presenting an efficient 

framework for Web personalization based on sequential 

and non-sequential patterns, and analyse the structure of 

the web pages using compression of tree structure 

method. 
 

E-commerce transaction systems execute in open network 

infrastructure and they are, therefore, not completely 

fraud proof because some points of a system are 

vulnerable in the real world due to the openness of the 

network, which attackers and fraudsters can exploit. 

Wang et al. [43] examine vulnerable points analysis for e-

commerce transaction system with a known attack using a 

Petri nets based model, called Vulnerable E-commerce 

Transaction net (VET-net). They define and espouse the 

concepts of vulnerable points and vulnerable levels in 
order to describe the cause and levels of vulnerability, and 

show the effectiveness and rationality of the concepts and 

method. 

 

Tian et al. [44] propose a systematic structural analysis 

framework model that reveals the hidden mechanism of e-

commerce market structure and Internet social system. 

This model relies on ecosystem theory and network 

science. The model uses element identification, 

relationship analysis, and formation mechanism analysis 

as the core steps to explain e-commerce market structure. 

They show several illustrative applications based on the 
analysis model. 

 

Lewis and White [45] present a method for web usage 

mining based on a linear ordering of the age transition 

matrix created from web server access logs. This ordering 

facilitates the categorization of web pages into different 

classes (such as origins, hubs, or destinations) based on 

position in the linear order; thus providing a measure of 

the orderliness of website traffic. They applied this 

technique to website traffic of a university over time by 

comparing the website traffic immediately after a major 
change to the website design and the traffic two years 

later since changes in website organization could also 

dramatically change visitors flow. The results show the 

traffic is more ordered. Similarly, Asha and Rajkumar 
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[46] discuss web usage mining techniques for enhanced 

quality of experience of customers shopping online on 
websites and also discuss web mining techniques to find 

dishonest recommenders in open social networks. They 

propose a recommendation system that uses semantic web 

mining process integrated with domain ontology which 

can be used to extract interesting patterns from complex 

and heterogeneous data. 

  

Clickstream data provide information about the sequence 

of pages or the path viewed by users as they navigate a 

website. Montgomery et al. [47] show how path 

information can be categorized and modeled using a 

dynamic multinomial probit model of Web browsing (i.e., 
clickstream data) using data from a major online 

bookseller. Their results suggest that paths may reflect a 

user's goals, which could be helpful in predicting future 

movements at a website. One potential application of their 

model is to predict purchase conversion. This technique is 

useful in the personalization of Web designs and product 

offerings based upon a user's path. 

 

Noreika and Drąsutis [48] propose website activity data 

analysis model based on a composition of website traffic 

and structure analysis models with intelligent methods. 
The measurement of visitors’ website activities relies 

highly on data mining techniques. This approach enables 

theoretical predictions on how and what factor changes in 

website structure affect a visitor’s click paths and overall 

website activity. Their model relies on the main principle 

of dividing the website analysis into two parts; namely 

website structure analysis model and website traffic 

analysis model. They construct and formalize these 

models separately and then establish a relation function 

between them based on intelligent methods. One of the 

limitations of their work is that they only describe the 

models construction leaving out the key intelligent 
methods as a black box, which leaves too many 

unknowns. 

 

Ohta and Higuchi [49] analyse store layout that underlie 

supermarket store design and product display styles and 

then examine the interaction between shop floor layout 

and customer behaviour from the perspective of the 

supermarket owner to discover the main sections within 

the shop likely to attract customers into the store. The 

authors made a general classification between the 

standard layout, which accounted for approximately 90% 
of the survey sample, and the minority layout, used by 

less than 10% of the survey sample. Using the survey 

results, they analyzed the customer circulation rates and 

section drop-by rates as influenced by the store layout. 

They concluded that the standard layout is superior. This 

study is fundamental and analogous to the behaviour of 
online visitors to e-commerce websites. 

 

Zheng et al. [50] propose an important way of detecting 

fraud in users transactions by extracting the behaviour 

profiles (BPs) of users based on their historical transaction 

records, and then verify if an incoming transaction is a 

fraud or not in view of their BPs. The Markov chain 

models [51] are popular in representing BPs of users, 

which is effective for those users whose transaction 

behaviours are relatively stable. However, with the 

development and popularity of e-commerce, it is more 

convenient for users to shop online, which diversifies the 
transaction behaviours of users. Therefore, Markov chain 

models are unsuitable for the representation of these 

behaviours. However, they propose use of logical graph 

of BP (LGBP), a total order-based model, to represent the 

logical relation of attributes of transaction records. Based 

on the LGBP and users’ transaction records, one can 

compute a path-based transition probability from one 

attribute to another, and diversity coefficient to 

characterize users’ transaction behaviours and diversity. 

In addition, to capture temporal features of a user’s 

transactions they also define a state transition probability 
matrix. Their experiments over a real data set illustrate 

that the LGBP method can characterize the users 

transaction behaviours precisely, and abstracts and covers 

all different transaction records. 

 

III. A PATH ANALYSIS MODEL  

 

Most current path analysis use Web log files as data 

source, though some use the data tracked by other 

approaches such as packet sniffers and single-pixel 

images. The different approaches used to obtain the data 
sources also determine the easiness of the different data 

preparation processes, which mainly involve session 

identification and obtaining page views [3, 16]. Session 

identification groups all pages in a user’s session, while 

page views are obtained by filtering out all noise files, 

such as those records created by image links and together 

with the requested page. Instead of repeating the data 

preparation process, this paper assumes that the page 

references in the data source are grouped by sessions and 

are sorted by access time in each session. Each processed 

entry of the data is a page view of each request made by a 
user. 
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3.1  Definitions 

To build our path analysis model, it is imperative we first 
define the following terms. 

 Path and Path Element 

A path P is a sequence of URLs, which are ordered by 

access time and accessed by a single user in a session. In 

the sequence, same URLs can appear more than once. For 

example, (URL1, URL1, URL3) and (URL1, URL3) are 

two different paths. Each URL in a path P is called path 

element. For example, the path elements are URL1 and 

URL3 for path (URL1, URL3).   

 

 Sub-path 

A path M (m1, m2, …mi) is said to be a sub-path of P (p1, 

p2, …pj) if and only if:  

1) j ≥ i and 

2) There exist continuous i path elements starting at 

the integer index k (j-i ≥ k ≥ 0) and the following 

relation between each path element in M and P: 
mi = pk+i .  

 

 Path Length 

The path length |P| is the length of the path P. The value 

|P| is equal to the number of pages accessed by a single 

user in one session. For example, if a user visits the 

following pages {1, 3, 5, 6, 5, 7} in one session, |P| is 6. A 

session S for a user denotes all URLs ordered by access 

time and accessed by the user in one visit or during a 

predefined length of time, for example, 30 minutes.  

 

Observation 1 Any path is made up of its total sub-paths 

with different lengths. For example, in a given session S = 

(S1, S2,   , Sn),  S1 , S2   , Sn are all sub-paths of length 
one, (S1, S2), (S2, S3), and so on are all sub-paths of length 

two, etc. Therefore, there are |S| sub-paths of length one, 

|S|-1 sub-paths of length two, |S|-2 sub-paths of length 

three, and finally, only one sub-path of length |S|, in the 

session path. In the session S, the total sub-paths P in S 
are:  

(|S|-0) + (|S|-1) +  [|S|-(|S| -1)] = 
2

)1|(|||  SS
  

2

2

|| S
 ………..….  (1). 

Some mathematical analyses in [16] show that the 

average length of the path in a session S is
3

|| S
, thus the 

total number of URLs that would be needed to store every 

path can be calculated as follows:    
32

6

||

3

||
*

2

|| SSS
    ………..….  (2). 

Obviously, it makes sense if the above number is an 

integer and more than 1. To satisfy these two 

requirements, we have 

3

6

|| S
 1, which leads to |S|  1.82 

 2. This means that in any session where only one page 
is requested, the path analysis based on one page is 

insignificant and, thus, can be overlooked. This finding 

allows us to consider only those important paths in 
analysis and helps decrease the requirement for storage 

and memory in the analysis process. 

 

Observation 2. Two paths M and N are equal if and only 

if the following two conditions hold: 

1) |M| = |N|, and  

2) All sub-paths of either can be found in the other.  

 

 Page String 

A page string is used to represent a URL to facilitate 

comparison and store process. It consists of a letter “p”, 
which denotes “page”, and a number, which identifies the 

URL uniquely. For example, the URL 

http://www.yahoo.com can be represented as “p1” in this 

approach.  

 

 Path String 

A path string is a string, which consists of all page strings 

in a user’s session. If a page string appears twice (for 

example, p1) in a session, that string (p1) appears twice 

too.  

 

 Path Node 

A path node represents a path which a user navigated the 

site in the session. A path node can be a root node (if it 

has children) or leaf. All path nodes have the same data 

structure.   

 

 Path Tree 

A path tree is a tree structure used to represent all paths in 

all users’ sessions. For a session S, the maximum path 

node for a path tree is given by 
2

)1|(|||  SS
.   

 ………..…. (3).   
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3.2   Data Structure for the Path Node  

In the path analysis, we must know which paths exist and 

how many times a path occurred. Also, we wish to find 

the percentage of this path occurrence so as to find those 

“frequent” paths. To efficiently reflect these three 

requirements for a path, we use the record data structure, 

shown in Figure 1, to represent a node of the path tree. 

 

In this data structure,  

 “pathName” denotes a path in the path tree; 

 “occurTime” is an integer, which represents the 

number of occurrences of this path;  

 “pathWeight” denotes this path’s percentage in all 

paths with the same length.  

 

Since a path includes all sub-paths, it makes more sense to 

calculate the percentage of the occurrences of the path in 

the group of the same length than in the whole paths. 

3.2.1 Construct Page Strings and Path Strings 

To obtain all paths in each session of a user, we should 
know all the pages the user accessed in that session. This 

leads to a problem: should the URLs we are using to form 

paths contain any parameter field or only the name of the 

requested file? 

 

The current version of HTTP allows a Web client to pass 

almost everything in the parameter field when using the 

GET method and the attached information forms an 

essential part of the URLs. The GET method is used to 

request data (i.e., retrieve resource representation / 

information) from a specified resource [52]. The GET 

request does not change the state of the resource, so it is a 
safe method. Also, “GET APIs should be idempotent, 

which means that making multiple identical requests must 

produce the same result every time until another API 

(POST or PUT) has changed the state of the resource on 

the server.” [53]. 

 

The search engine “Google” is one obvious example. 

When searching for “hello” using “Google”, after the 

search, the URL on the result page of the search becomes 

“http://www.google.ca/search?hl=en&ie=UTF-

8&oe=UTF-8&q=hello&meta=”. We find some 
parameters are attached to the original URL 

“http://www.google.ca”. However, most of the parameters 

attached to the URLs serve no purpose other than tracking 

the users’ sessions [54]. They are of less use for analyzing 

paths since in the path analysis, for example, we are 

interested only in knowing whether a client used 

“Google”, and not what the client searched. Although no 

agreement about whether or not keeping parameters in 
URLs in data mining has been reached, in this paper, all 

parameters are ignored.      

 

After processing the parameters in all URLs, in Table 1, 

we list 5 page strings which are 5 different URLs on 

Yahoo!. 

 

Suppose we have 10 users’ sessions. The URLs browsed 

in each session are listed in Table 2.  

 

Following the definition of the path string, all pages in 
each session can be denoted as a path string based on the 

ordered pages in that session. For example, in session 1, 

the path string “p1p2p1p2p3” represents all the paths in 

this session. One benefit of this kind of representation is 

that we can easily apply string operations to differentiate 

and show paths in a straightforward way. For example, if 

we know a path exists from page 1 to page 2, we can use 

“p1p2” to represent it; on the other hand, a path of 

“p1p3p4” can be straightforwardly interpreted as the path 

starts from page1 to page 3, and then to page 4. 

 

3.2.2 Full Paths in a Session 

In Web data mining, some authors [55] discard all 

backward movements in a user’s session because they 

think those backward movements are merely for 

navigational convenience. They develop some modules 

(such as maximal reference sequence module, reference 

length module, and time window module) to split each 

session into smaller transactions to create more 

meaningful clusters of references. Others [3, 10] develop 

different algorithms to achieve similar functions. In fact, a 

backward movement in a user’s navigation is not just for 

ease of navigation since during the backward movement 
the user may browse the page again (not just for getting to 

the result page more quickly). Also, the path {1, 2, 3, 4, 

(3, 2), 5} is not just identical to two separate paths {1, 2, 

3, 4} and {1, 5}, since the former path not only reflects 

the full navigational order, but also the number of times 

each page is browsed by the user; while the two separate 

paths reflect two forward sequences.  

 

One major reason some authors discard the backward 

movements is that their analyses are based on the 

traditional Web log files, in which backward movements 
are not available generally. Some advanced tracking 

approaches like single-pixel image can track backward 

movements. These advanced tracking approaches provide 

the data source for building a full path string for each 
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session. Table 2 lists ten (10) full paths from 10 users’ 

session.           
 

3.2.3 An Algorithm to Create a Path Tree 

The tree structure is an efficient data structure to store 

non-linear data like paths. We present an algorithm to 

build such a tree. Figure 2 shows the pseudo-code of the 

algorithm. 

  

To use this algorithm, the first task is to determine what 

data source should be used. Some authors (e.g., [1]) think 

a session with at least five page views offers a usable data 

source, although this choice can be made subjectively. 

The number of Web users is large, running into several 
millions. Considering data storage and memory 

constraints, we can only record those “important paths” 

into the path tree. No uniform opinion about what paths 

are “important” for data analysis exists. Some people 

prefer at least two URLs, while others would like more 

[17]. This algorithm provides such scalability and 

flexibility by allowing the user to choose the minimal path 

length to record into the path tree. To show how this 

algorithm works, we build a tree based on the data in 

Table 2 with the smallest path of length 2, which is 

described in Observation 1 of the least importance in path 
analysis. Later, we show another example for multiple 

sessions as in real life; in each session, we consider those 

paths with length greater than 3. This means that session 9 

and session 10 will be omitted in the analysis.  

 

3.2.4  Steps to Build a Path Tree  

In this section, we apply the algorithm to record all the 

paths with length ≥ 2 (i.e., the minimum path length N in 

the algorithm equals 2) for session 1 in Table 2 into a tree. 

In this example, the path string is “p1p2p1p2p3” and the 

length of the input array is 5 (i.e., LENGTH = 5).  

 

An empty node, shown in Figure 1, is created every time a 

node is needed. Therefore, to create the tree, at the 

beginning we create and initialize an empty node to be the 

root node of the tree.  

 

To control the outer WHILE loop, a control variable I is 

set. The range of I, in this example, is from 0 to 4 (less 

than 5). The outer WHILE loop starts by setting the root 

node as current node and setting another index J for 

controlling the inner WHILE loop.  
 

In the first outer WHILE loop, I is equal to 0. The current 

node is the root node. The value of the inner loop control 

variable J is equal to 1 (i.e., J = I + 1). A temporary node 

TEMP is created with the path value A [0] (i.e., p1). In 

this example, we set N, the minimum length of a path 
string which we record in the path tree to 2. The first inner 

WHILE loop starts with J = 1. The path of node TEMP 

becomes “p1p2”. The length of this path is 2, which is not 

less than 2 (i.e., the value of N). This path string satisfies 

the length requirement for the path string in the path tree. 

The next step is to check whether there exists a node with 

the same path string as “p1p2” in the tree or not. If such a 

node exists, we simply increase the occurrence times of 

that path one more time and set that node as a current 

node; otherwise, add this node TEMP as a child node of 

the current node, set the occurrence time of node as 1, and 

make this node as the current node. Since no such node in 
the tree with the path value of “p1p2” exists, in this 

example, the node TEMP is added to the current node, 

i.e., root node. The new node has the path value of “p1p2” 

and occurTime value of 1. This new node becomes the 

current node. After adding this node, the inner loop runs 

again with J = 2. In this loop, since the variable TEMP 

keeps its old values (i.e., TEMP.path = “p1p2” and 

TEMP.occurTime = 1), after a new string A[2] (i.e., “p3”) 

is added to the current path string, the new path value of 

TEMP becomes “p1p2p3”. Since no such node with the 

same path value of “p1p2p3” exists in the tree, this node 
is added to the tree as a child of the current node, which 

we just created in the first inner loop. Also, the new set 

value of occurTime of this node overrides the value saved 

from the previous loop. This ensures that every time a 

new node is created, the occurTime of the new node is 1. 

Following the same procedures two more times (J = 3 and 

4), two more nodes are added. So far, the first outer loop 

(I = 0) ends, and the current node goes back to the root 

node.   

 

In the second outer loop, I equals 1. The inner loop starts 

with J = 2. Just as in the first outer loop, new paths 
“p2p1”, “p2p1p2”, and “p2p1p2p3” are added to the tree 

after 3 inner loops with J = 2, 3, and 4.  

 

In the third outer loop, I is 2. The inner loop starts with J 

= 3. In this first inner loop, there exists a node, which is 

created at the beginning and whose path is “p1p2”, same 

as that of TEMP. According to the algorithm, we cannot 

add TEMP to the tree as a child of the current node. 

Instead, we update the occurTime of that node in the tree 

by increasing it by 1 and set that node as the current node. 

The occurTime of the node whose path is equal to “p1p2” 
is 2. The third outer loop ends with another new node 

with the path value of “p1p2p3” added to the tree.  
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In the fourth outer loop, I equals to 3. The inner loop 

starts with J = 4, which is the range limit of the J. 
Therefore, the inner loop can run only once and a new 

node is added. Although the outer loop can run one more 

time with I = 4, since J exceeds its range limit, no mode 

can be added to tree. The last step is to update the path 

weight field for all nodes since this value can only be 

obtained after the whole tree is built. Figure 3 shows the 

results of all above steps to build the path tree. 

 

IV. THE ENVIRONMENT WITH MULTIPLE 

USERS’ SESSIONS  

 

In this section, we present the implementation results of 

the path analysis model in an environment with multiple 

users’ sessions and the evaluation of this model. Our 

implementation environment consists of Java / JavaScript 

programming language, Tomcat (version 4.1.27) built-in 

Web server, and Microsoft SQL Server 2013 database 

server tools.  
 

We use an HTTP proxy and several Java servlets to 

implement the server-side tracking while we use client-

side tracking technology ( JavaScript and HTML image 

technologies)  to obtain user data more directly and 

naturally. Our implementation is more effective as it can 

track most keyboard and mouse events of online 

users and it is capable of tracking any form input on 

the page. In addition, our approach is designed to work 

on both static and dynamic Web pages. 

 

4.1   Implementation Result   
The Web environment involves multiple users and 

sessions. Figure 4 shows a screenshot of the result of 

implementation of the algorithm on all the session data in 

Table 2. Since we considered only those paths with length 

≥ 3, sessions 9 and 10 are ignored. 

 

4.2  Evaluation of the Path Analysis Model 

In our model, it is easy to find the following basic 

information: In 40% (4 out of 10) sessions, users started 

browsing with page 1; suppose page 4 is the product 

catalogue page, in 40% (2 out of 5) sessions in which 
users came to this product page, the users were from page 

2; in 50% sessions, users finished more than 5 page 

views. Suppose page 5 is the page for finishing a 

purchase, we can think in 40% sessions, users finished a 

purchase. Also, we can find information such as: in 50% 

sessions, the users that went to page 3 also went to page 4.    

 

Path tree reveals much more advanced information. The 

minimum path consists of 3 page views. In the total 10 

sessions, there are 29 paths of length 3. Five (5) of these 

29 paths have no sub-paths (leaf node), and the path 
“p1p2p3” was used in most sessions since this path has 

the highest weight of 10%. The largest path is 

“p1p2p5p2p3p4p2”, and it occurred just once.     

  

In data mining, statistical concepts of support and 

confidence [4] are usually used to evaluate association 

rules [56, 57], one popular approach to find similarities 

among objects. Applying this approach to our path 

analysis model, we can obtain more advanced information 

about users’ groups. 

 

An association rule [58] is a way to find relation between 
two groups. Let P = {p1, p2, …, pm} denotes a collection 

of m items, T={t1, t2,…, tn} denotes another collection of 

n items whose elements always occur together, and T  P. 
An association rule between two sets of items X and Y, 

such that X, Y  P and X  Y= , means that the 
presence of items in the set X in T indicates a strong 

probability that items from the set Y are also present in T. 

Such an association can be denoted as X  Y. 
 

Support and confidence are two key values commonly 

used to evaluate the quality of association rules. The 

support (s) measures the occurrence frequency of the 

pattern in the rule while the confidence (c) is the measure 

of the strength of that rule. For a rule X  Y, the support 
s is defined as: 

as: 

 
s% = number of considered sets containing X ᴗ Y 

 number of considered sets  

 

In other words, support s means that s% of considered sets 

contain X  Y. The confidence (c) indicates that c% of 
considered sets that contain X also contains 

Y.

X containing sets considered ofnumber 

 X containing sets considered ofnumber 
%

Y
c




  

A high confidence value means the prediction is with a 

high accuracy, while a high support means the considered 

rules occur more frequently. Therefore, when using this 

approach, high confidence and support values are 

preferred. 

 

To apply association rules to our analysis, we can think of 

our previous paths in this way: two paths Pa = “p1p2p3” 

and Pb = “p1p2p3p4p5” can be considered as “p1p2”p3 

and “p1p2p3” “p4p5”, respectively. 
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Now, consider the 10 path strings in Table 2. Following 
the model, we set X = p1p2, Y = P3. We can obtain the 

support (s) = 70% (7 out of 10), and the confidence (c) = 

85% (7 out of 8). We can translate these results as: 70% 

users who go to the path p1p2 will go to p3; 85% users 

who have been to p1p2 have been to p3. 

 

Path analysis plays a key role in traffic analysis of e-

commerce sites. One obvious benefit is that key products 

can be put on the frequently followed path so that most 

users can access them easily. Also, the site structure can 

be improved through finding why some paths are visited 

less by checking the site topology. Moreover, path 
analysis can lead to a basis for personalization and 

recommendation systems [59]. For example, if we know a 

path Pc is followed by another path Pd with a high support 

and confidence, we can recommend the pages matching 

the path Pd to those users who are navigating the path Pc. 

When path analysis is used with other data sources or data 

mining approaches, such as user profiles, collaborative 

filtering [60, 61], and clustering [62, 63], effective market 

campaign strategies and user-oriented promotion systems 

[59] can be developed.   
 

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
 

In this paper, we presented a model for mining 

traversal / navigational patterns of the Web users. The 

information discovered by the analysis is of significant 

importance to the site owner, especially for e-commerce 

sites, to know the users and develop effective market 

strategies such as targeting specific audience with 

customized products and services. Construction of this 

model involves following major steps. First, we defined a 

simple string (i.e., page string) to represent an URL visited 

by users. In this way, each visited page maps to a unique 
page string. This approach enables an easy way to store 

and operate the session data later. Second, we 

concatenated all page strings that are the complete page 

views in a session and ordered by the access time as one 

string, i.e., path string. This string is the full path of the 

session for the user and reflects the user’s navigational 

behaviour in this session in a straightforward way. To store 

and analyze the path statistically, we used a tree structure 

and developed a data structure for the tree node for the 

later analysis purpose. Fourth, an algorithm to build such a 

path tree was developed. Fifth, we implemented the model 
in an environment with multiple users’ sessions and 

evaluated the experimental results.  

 

Interesting future work involves exploring the 

potential usage of this model in developing Web 

personalization and recommendation systems, 

and also in user profiling process in e-commerce 

when this model is used with other data mining 

approaches such as clustering, collaborative 

filtering, and associated rules, etc. We note, 

however, that although user profiling could be 

possible, ethical issues and privacy laws in some 

countries (e.g., Canada and the United States of 

America) may hinder the extension of this work 

in this direction. 

 
POSTSCRIPT 

 

This research was conducted while Dr. Ehikioya was with 

the University of Manitoba, Winnipeg, Canada.  

 
2Interested readers should refer to the following resource: 

Sylvanus A. Ehikioya and Shenghong Lu, “Traffic 
Tracking Analysis for E-commerce”, Technical Report 

#: TR-04-06, Department of Computer Science, 

University of Manitoba, Winnipeg, Manitoba R3T 2N2, 

Canada, March 2004. Number of Pages: 31 
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  Figure 1. Data Structure for Path Tree Nodes 

 

 

  Table 1. Page Strings for URLs 
 

URL 

Index 
URLs 

Page 

Strings 

1 http://www.yahoo.com p1 

2 http://autos.yahoo.com p2 

3 http://realestate.yahoo.com/ p3 

4 http://auctions.shopping.yahoo.com p4 

5 http://travel.yahoo.com/ p5 
 

 

 

Table 2. Data Source for Sample Path Analysis 
 

 

Session 

Index 

Pages Browsed Ordered by 

Access Time 
Path String Length 

1 p1, p2, p1, p2, p3 p1p2p1p2p3 5 

2 p1, p2, p4, p3, p2, p5 p1p2p4p3p2p5 6 

3 p4, p1, p2, p5, p3, p1 p4p1p2p5p3p1 6 

4 p2, p4, p1, p2, p3, p5 p2p3p1p2p3p5 6 

5 p2, p1, p3 p2p1p3 3 

6 p2, p5, p1, p2, p4, p3 p2p5p1p2p4p3 6 

7 p3, p2, p1,p2, p3, p4 p3p2p1p2p3p4 6 

8 p1, p2, p5, p2, p3, p4, p2 p1p2p5p2p3p4p2 7 

9 p1, p2 p1p2 2 

10 p3 p3 1 
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Figure 2. An Algorithm to Build a Path Tree 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

10   INPUT a path string  

20   set LENGTH = the length of the path string  

30   create an empty path node T as root node with values (null, 0, 0.0) 

40   set outer loop control variable I = 0 

50   WHILE (I < LENGTH) 

60     set T as current node 

70     set inner loop control variable J = I +1 

80     set N as the minimum path length required in the path tree  

90     create a temp node TEMP with values (A[ I ], 0, 0.0) 

100    WHILE (J < LENGTH) 

110       set TEMP.path = TEMP.path + A[ J ]     // string operation    

120       IF the length of TEMP.path > N   

130          IF there exists a node Y with the same path string as TEMP 

140            increase Y’s occurTime by 1 

150            set Y as current node              

160          ELSE   

170            add TEMP as a child of the root node T 

180            set TEMP.occurTime = 1  

190            set TEMP as current node  

200       NEXT J   

210    END WHILE  

220  NEXT I  

230  END WHILE 

235  Update path weight of all nodes  

240  END 
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   Figure 3. The Steps to Building a Path Tree 
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Figure 4. Path Tree with Partially Collapsed Branch Nodes (Length  3) 
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